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Business/Economic Development
Nightly Business Report 36042-36129—APT 7/3/17 to 9/30/17 at 6:30, 26:47
Every weeknight the Emmy-winning Nightly Business Report delivers the day’s essential business and economic
news. Each lively half-hour combines trusted, credible and unbiased information and extensive financial market
coverage with insightful features, analysis and commentaries by noted economists and business experts.

Consuelo Mack Wealthtrack 1315-1327—APT 7/2/17 at 11:30 to 9/26/17 at 22:30, 26:46
Consuelo Mack Wealthtrack is a weekly half-hour series devoted to providing trustworthy, understandable advice
about how to build and protect wealth over the long-term.

Newsline 8001-8065—APT 7/3/17 at 11:30 to 9/29/17 at 11:30, 28:52
Features global news and current affairs, business, sports, science and technology trends plus global weather
forecasts from over 30 news outlets throughout the world.

Education
GC Perspectives 1213—RSU 11/2/17 at 18:00 to 11/8/17 at 11:00, 25:41
The general manager of RSU TV, Royal Aills, joins Sam on Perspectives this week to discuss RSUWorks program.

Native American/Multi-Cultural
GC Perspectives 1206—RSU 10/12/17 at 18:00 to 10/18/17 at 11:00, 25:30
Sam gives his perspective on political issues including the Real ID law, Second District Congressman Markwayne
Mullin, and the new EPA Administration. Director of Sistema Tulsa, Jose Luis Hernadez, joins Sam on Perspectives
this week to discuss his program and how it is touching lives.

Standing on Sacred Ground 101-104—NETA 11/7/17 at 19:00 to 11/14/17 at 20:00, 56:41
Indigenous communities around the world and in the US resist threats to their sacred places—the original protected
lands—in a growing movement to defend human rights and restore the environment. In this four-part documentary
series, native people share ecological wisdom and spiritual reverence while battling a utilitarian view of land in the
form of government megaprojects, consumer culture, and resource extraction as well as competing religions and
climate change.

Fly Boys: Western Pennsylvania’s Tuskegee Airmen—APT 12/12/17 at 21:00, 56:59
The triumphant story of the African-American soldiers who served their country during World War II.

Politics/Civic Education
Newsline 8001-8065—APT 7/3/17 at 11:30 to 9/29/17 at 11:30, 28:52
Features global news and current affairs, business, sports, science and technology trends plus global weather
forecasts from over 30 news outlets throughout the world.

GC Perspectives 1205—RSU 10/5/17 at 18:00 to 10/11/17 at 11:00, 25:32
Sam sits down with the latest recipient of the Constitution Award, Mickey Edwards, to talk about the threat to our
own Constitution.

GC Perspectives 1206—RSU 10/12/17 at 18:00 to 10/18/17 at 11:00, 25:30
Sam gives his perspective on political issues including the Real ID law, Second District Congressman Markwayne
Mullin, and the new EPA Administration. Director of Sistema Tulsa, Jose Luis Hernadez, joins Sam on Perspectives
this week to discuss his program and how it is touching lives.

GC Perspectives 1208—RSU 10/26/17 at 18:00 to 11/01/17 at 11:00, 25:41
Sam gives his perspective on the state’s budget issues and the state of education. Sam sits down with Cornell Lee
Cross, director of OCAST. Our guest is Nathan Pritchett with Fab Lab Tulsa.

GC Perspectives 1209—RSU 11/2/17 at 18:00 to 11/8/17 at 11:00, 25:41
Sam has a conversation with Teresa Danks, who some call the begging teacher.

GC Perspectives 1214—RSU 12/7/17 at 18:00 to 12/13/17 at 11:00, 25:41
Sam gives his perspective on the tax bill being voted on by Congress.

Environmental
Standing on Sacred Ground 101-104—NETA 11/7/17 at 19:00 to 11/14/17 at 20:00, 56:41
Indigenous communities around the world and in the US resist threats to their sacred places—the original protected
lands—in a growing movement to defend human rights and restore the environment. In this four-part documentary
series, native people share ecological wisdom and spiritual reverence while battling a utilitarian view of land in the
form of government megaprojects, consumer culture, and resource extraction as well as competing religions and
climate change.

